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                                                                 How this activity helps
                   As your child connects the numbers, they develop their logical reasoning and fine motor skills. 

Index

Activity                                      Skills Acquried

Parts Of My Car                                         Fine Motor, Creativity, Imagination

Connect The Dots                                       Numeracy, Fine Motor, Logical Reasoning

Family Train Ride                                       Vocabulary, Self-expression, Creativity

Big Vehicle, Small Vehicle                            Cognition, Logical Reasoning, Communication

Load The Truck                                           Fine Motor, Cognition, Exploration

To The Railway Station!                              Logic, Cognition, Numeracy

Red, Green, Yellow!                                     Fine Motor, Exploration, Social Empathy

Complete The Sequence                               Play, Cognition, Logical Reasoning

Colourful Hot-Air Balloon Ride                      Creativity, Play, Fine Motor

Shapes In Vehicles                                      Logic, Cognition, Spatial Reasoning



Connect the numbers to complete the image! How about 
using your favourite colouring tools?  

Connect The Dots

                                                                 How this activity helps
                   As your child connects the numbers, they develop their logical reasoning and fine motor skills. 



Parts Of My Car

                                               How this activity helps 
      As your child cuts along the parts of the vechile, their fine motor skills develop.
          Placing the parts together to create the car helps develop their creativity.

What are the parts of the car? There’s the steering 
wheel, door, tyres, and more! 
Help your child cut along the lines and place them 
together to complete the car. Introduce them to
the parts of the car. Once done, let them colour the car. 
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         Colourful 
Hot-air Balloon Ride   

The hot-air balloon is missing its colours!
Let’s take a ride on the colourful balloon. 
Time to bring out your favourite colours 
tools — paint, crayons, pencils, etc. — and 
add some colour to the hot-air balloon.
Use the colour code to colour the 
hot-air balloon.
 

                                                          How this activity helps
               As your child associates and colours the hot-air balloon, they develop their creativity.
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                                                     How this activity helps 
As your child sorts the vehicles by size they enhance their cognition and exercise their logic and reason.

Big Vehicle, Small Vehicle
There are so many vehicles on the road! 
Big ones, small ones, red ones, green ones, and more. 
Help your child cut out the vehicles and place them in 
order of smallest to largest vehicle.



To The Railway Station
The train is on its way to the railway station!
Help the train reach the railway station 
by counting and drawing a line from 
1 to 10 . Follow the sequence of the numbers. 

                                                      How this activity helps
       As your child cuts the paper at varying speed, they fine motor movements develop. As they listen
                                       to your cues, their concentration improves as well!
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Shapes In Vehicles 
Can you spot all the vehicles below? There’s a Train
and a Bus! Can you spot all the shapes in the 
vehicles?

Help your child find all the shapes hidden in the 
vehicles and count them.  
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                                                              How this activity helps
                                    As your child finds all the shapes hidden in the vehicles, 
                                     they develop their concentration and spatial reasoning.



                                                                    How this activity helps
                         As your child draws the entire family on the train, they develop their fine motor skills. 
                   Narrating a story of the drawing helps develop your little one’s vocabulary and communication .

How this activity helps
    As your child cuts paper at various speed, their fine motor skills develop. 

As they listen to your cues, their concentration improves as well!

Red light says stop; green light says go; yellow light 
says slow down! 
As your child cuts along the dotted lines call out 
the colours of the traffic light in different orders. 
When you call out "Red," they will need to stop cutting. 
When you call out "Green," they need to continue 
cutting. When you call out "Yellow," they must 
slow down. 

Red, Green, Yellow!



Family Train Ride 
The whole family is invited for this train ride!
Maybe on their way to fun vacation
Take out your favourite colouring tools (crayons,
colour pencils, paint, etc) and get set to draw your
entire family on the train bogies. How about a story
of a family train ride - where is the off to?

                                                                    How this activity helps
                         As your child draws the entire family on the train, they develop their fine motor skills. 
                   Narrating a story of the drawing helps develop your little one’s vocabulary and communication .



                                                              How this activity helps
                              Completing each sequence helps exercise your child’s cognitive 
                                        development as they use their logic and reason.

Complete The Sequence 
The helmets on each row seem to be placed in a sequence!
Can you identify what comes next?
Help your child identify the correct helmet in the 
sequence based on the first three helmets given.



Load The Trucks The truck seem to be missing their goods! We need to load them.
Time to bring out some some child- friendly paint to finger-print. 
Help your child observe the loaded trucks, add them and load each 
truck by finger-printing the total number.



                                                                    How this activity helps
                                   As your child completes the sum their cognition is enhanced. 
                                  Finger-printing helps develop your little one’s fine motor skills.
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